PDI Enterprise Retail
Foodservice

Overview
For over 37 years, PDI provides convenience
retailers with the actionable insights they need
to efficiently manage every part of their
operations. Foodservice is no exception, as it is
essential to track all its components throughout
your business to create a high quality,
customized foodservice offering while
maximizing profit margins.

Inventory
Management

PDI Enterprise Foodservice provides you with
the actionable insights you need to make
timely, accurate business decisions to grow
sales, control waste, reduce costs, optimize
labor efficiencies, automate forecasting, and
create a one-of-a-kind foodservice experience
that creates loyal customers and keep them
coming back for seconds!
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Inventory Management
While foodservice is one of the top contributors
to inside sales for the convenience retail
market, it can also be a costly venture and
therefore does not leave much room for
mistakes and lost margins.

Along with Production Management, Inventory
Management is a key component in the
extended capabilities of PDI Enterprise
Foodservice that equips convenience retailers
with one version of the truth.

From vendor relationships, to specialized labor
and ingredient management, it is essential that
you are able to track all foodservice
components throughout your business to
maximize your profit margins.

Our detailed inventory audit toolkit allows you
to manage ingredients, recipes and menus,
while reducing waste and spoilage costs. You
can also integrate recipe and menu details to
your Pricebook for increased visibility.
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Convenience retailers who
choose PDI to manage their
Foodservice gain technology
built for the industry and a
reliable partner they can trust.
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Inventory
Management
Recipe Management
With PDI Recipe Management, you can drill
down to actual versus theoretical inventory
analytics and efficiently manage your
inventory in a centralized database to make
accurate and actionable business decisions
on ordering and replenishment.

The functionality supports recipe items that you
can use in a variety of ways: items sold with
another item, sold individually, or included
in a recipe. It also accounts for average cook
weight loss and weight to volume conversions.
Enjoy increased automation that takes away
the guesswork, manages on exception, and
lets you focus on what matters: to provide your
customers with a compelling foodservice
offering that builds loyalty and keeps them
coming back to your stores.

Discarding spoiled food comes with a high
cost, yet convenience retailers are expected
to offer more fresh options. Our real-time,
actionable insights help you create a
high-quality foodservice offering
and eliminate waste, directly
improving your bottomline.

PDI Enterprise Foodservice
Inventory Management enables
your foodservice capabilities with
one version of the truth through our
Enterprise software.
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Derived from our Financial Core,
PDI Enterprise Foodservice
accounting provides accurate
auditing through a central database.

Cost & Margin Analysis
Wasteful spending can quickly inflate your
foodservice costs and reduce its profitability.
Our accurate Cost & Margin Analysis allows you
to review and manage margins and costs of
prepared food with real-time reporting and
dashboards.
Gain real-time visibility into food costs to inform
your pricing decisions, perform data-driven
negotiations with your vendors and understand
the impact on your bottom line when prices
fluctuate. Compare the sales price to the ideal
cost, calculate the ideal margin, adjust your
pricing and track your estimated margins.
Our robust Cost & Margin Analysis helps you to
make confident business decisions based on
real-time, actionable data that allows you to
focus on your consumers without adding
additional steps to your food prep.
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Build efficient workflows by
connecting all the technology
partners you work with to create an
unforgettable customer experience

POS & Kiosk Integration
Easily perform audits for
prepared food and
products without barcodes

Centrally manage
nutrition facts and shelf
lives for integration to
scales, menu boards,
and other tools to meet
FDA regulations
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Real-time integration
to POS and kiosks
supports perpetual
inventory availability

PDI Foodservice Inventory
Management helps you to track all
foodservice components for
maximized profit margins.

Ingredient Inventory
Management
An automated, optimized inventory means
never disappointing your customers with “out of
stock” items. With our predictive analytics, you
can automate vendor ordering at store level,
with system-generated orders based on traffic
patterns, sales forecasts, and precise on-hand
inventory levels down to the ingredient.
Ingredients, recipes and menus can be
granularly managed using fractional or whole
quantities with a variety of measuring units.

Optimize
Inventory Levels
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Reduce
Waste

With our accurate, dynamic forecasting, you
can ensure that your sites have the right
quantity and type of ingredients on hand
without overspending or running out, even on
your busiest days.
Foodservice items are commonly composed of
multiple inventory parts, each with their own
costs, vendors, recipes, preparations and
expirations associated with them. You rarely sell
the unit you buy. With PDI Enterprise
Foodservice, you can track each recipe and
menu item component to identify any
discrepancies and reconcile your actual versus
theoretical use of those items.

Maximize
Margins

Automate
Business Decisions

Production Management
Unscientific operations and production
practices can erode foodservice programs’
otherwise promising margins. At the same time,
convenience retailers are under pressure to
constantly change and evolve their
foodservice offering, just like the seasons.
That’s why accurate, timely data is essential to
identify opportunities to cut costs, reduce
waste, improve productivity and boost sales in
order to create a profitable offering.

Sales
Forecasting

Along with Inventory Management, Production
Management is a key component in the
extended capabilities of PDI Enterprise
Foodservice that streamlines the profitability of
your foodservice offering.
Combining the power of your sales and traffic
forecasting, you can identify seasonal trends
and event promotions. Allocate production
windows and labor budget proportionate to
your sales, and minimize ot-of-stocks.
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Sell more by having delicious,
fresh options available when
your ustomers want it.
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Production
Management
Sales Forecasting
Your business is constantly changing to adjust
and grow with the market trends and customer
needs. Then why should your foodservice
offering stay the same? Our Sales Forecasting
capabilities use historical and real-time sales
statistics to intelligently predict future
performance and ensure you have what your
customers want, when they want it.
Equipped with predictive, actionable insights
by item and time increments, you can monitor
and measure your foodservice data and
identify opportunities to cut costs, reduce
waste, improve productivity and boost sales.

PDI Enterprise Foodservice
Sales Forecasting is a crucial
part of the financial planning
of your business.
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Gain granular visibility that helps you to:
• Predict sales by item and time increments
• Automate forecasting with management by
exception and pre-set parameters
• Combine with traffic forecasting to predict
foot traffic and items purchased per person
• Minimize out-of stocks and food spoilage
• Adapt to changing consumer trends
• Create a compelling customer experience
From pre-packaged or frozen food to more
complex concepts like made to order and
customized items and combos, our forecasting
algorithm arms you with the accuracy you
need to increase customer satisfaction and
reduce your operating costs.

Become a master in time
management by eliminating
unecessary downtime and crafting a
schedule that fits your foodservice
offering needs.

Job Scheduling
A thoughtful scheduling of your foodservice
can bring order and a vibrant flow to your food
preparation process and your business. With our
Job Scheduler functionality, you can improve
your foodservice bottom line by improving
employee productivity, customer service, and
labor strategy.
When everyone knows when they are
supposed to work on what recipe item, they
can reduce complexity and focus on the task
at hand. Proper scheduling ensures all
important tasks are covered at appropriate
times, which is crucial when managing multiple
recipes at the same time.
Our simple but accurate Job Scheduler
seperates job planning into pre-production and
production, provides a fully detailed start and
end time displaying the desired results, and
helps you become a master in time
management for any future food offering prep.
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You can allocate production windows to
optimize efficiencies and labot budget to
match your foodservice sales. Based on
desired serving time and shelf life of each food
item, you can determine batch amount and
time frames for production, and create a
comprehensive job schedule based on any
event or date-and-time related basis.

Predict sales forecast to better
manage orders, shelf life, labor
and production rates.

Production Planning
Our all-in-one Production Planning functionality
lets you set a forecast window of ideal
production time, plan for minimum and batch
requirements, and estimate your required
resources both in terms of labor and inventory.
Determine your ideal amount of waste, so that
you never run out of an item, but keep spoilage
costs reduced. Optimize your efficiency to
meet your production goals and provide a
reliable foodservice that satisfies your return
customers while allowing room for sales growth.

Enhanced
Labor Usage
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Actionable
Insights

PDI Enterprise Foodservice Production Planning
is your reliable companion to finetuning your
foodservice production to meet customer
needs and increasing expectations, while
minimizing your spoilage in both final food
product and recipe parts.
Its increased automation allows you to
manage by exception and focus on an
exciting and lucrative part of your business:
selling more by having fresh, delicious options
available when your customers want it.

Reduced
Downtime

Accurate
Requirement
Estimations

About PDI
Professional Datasolutions, Inc. (PDI) helps
convenience retailers and petroleum
wholesalers thrive through digital transformation
and enterprise software that enables them to
grow topline revenue, optimize operations
and unify their business across the entire value
chain. Over 1,500 customers in more than
200,000 locations worldwide count on our
leading ERP, logistics, fuel pricing and marketing
cloud solutions to provide insights that increase
volume, margin and customer loyalty. PDI owns
and operates the Fuel Rewards® loyalty program
that is consistently ranked as a top-performing
fuel savings program year after year. For more
than 35 years, our comprehensive suite of
solutions and unmatched expertise have helped
customers of any size reimagine their enterprise
and deliver exceptional customer experiences.

To find out how PDI can
start helping you today:

(254) 410-7600
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